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Abstract: The current publication system neither incentivizes publishing null re-
sults nor direct replication attempts, which biases the scientific record toward novel
findings that appear to support presented hypotheses (referred to as “publication
bias”). Moreover, flexibility in data collection, measurement, and analysis (referred
to as “researcher degrees of freedom”) can lead to overconfident beliefs in the
robustness of a statistical relationship. One way to systematically decrease publi-
cation bias and researcher degrees of freedom is preregistration. A preregistration is
a time-stamped document that specifies how data is to be collected, measured, and
analyzed prior to data collection. While preregistration is a powerful tool to reduce
bias, it comeswith certain challenges and limitationswhich have to be evaluated for
each scientific discipline individually. This paper discusses the application, chal-
lenges and limitations of preregistration for experimental linguistic research.

Keywords: confirmatory; exploratory; preregistration; publication bias; registered
report; researcher degrees of freedom

1 Introduction

In recent coordinated efforts to replicate published findings, the social sciences have
uncovered surprisingly low replication rates (e.g., Camerer et al. 2018; Open Science
Collaboration 2015). This discovery has led to what is now referred to as the “repli-
cation crisis” in science. There are raising concerns that a similar state of affairs is true
for the !eld of experimental linguistics because it shares with other disciplines many
research practices that have been identi!ed to decrease the replicability of published
!ndings (e.g., Marsden et al. 2018a; Roettger and Baer-Henney 2019; Sönning and
Werner this issue). Moreover, there is already mounting evidence that published
experimental !ndings cannot be taken at face value (e.g., Chen 2007; Nieuwland et al.
2018; Papesh 2015; Stack et al. 2018;Westbury 2018, amongmany others). The present
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special issue is awelcome and timely attempt to assess the situation in linguistics and
to critically discuss ways to improve linguistic research practices.

The use of the label “crisis” in the expression “replication crisis” suggests a
time of intense difficulty, trouble, or even danger. It might, however, be more
fruitful to think of the current situation as an opportunity. Repeated failures to
replicate published findings have led to a fruitful discourse across disciplines.
Researchers have identified shortcomings in how science is practiced and sug-
gested promising ways forward to increase the transparency, reproducibility, and
replicability of scientific work.1 Even within linguistics, an increasing number of
researchers have articulated their concerns about present research practices and,
importantly, have offered practical advice to circumvent these problems in the
future (e.g., Baayen et al. 2017; Berez-Kroeker et al. 2018; Kirby and Sonderegger
2018; Marsden et al. 2018a; Roettger 2019; Vasishth et al. 2018; Wieling et al. 2018;
Winter 2011). In the same spirit, the present paper discusses a concept that marks a
promising way forward in increasing the replicability of experimental linguistic
research: preregistration.

A preregistration is a time-stamped document in which researchers specify
prior to data collection how they plan to collect their data and/or how they plan to
conduct the data analyses. In the following, I will argue that preregistration helps
drawing a line between exploratory and confirmatory research. It also allows
transparently tracking analytical flexibility and counteracting publication bias.
Many authors have discussed the concept of preregistration across disciplines
before (e.g., Nosek and Lakens 2014; Wagenmakers et al. 2012) and there are
relevant discussions within the language sciences for second language research
(Marsden et al. 2018b; Morgan!Short et al. 2018) and language acquisition research
(Havron et al. 2020). However, I think it is worth to reiterate applications, chal-
lenges, and limitations of preregistration for experimental linguistics at large.

2 The problem: biases we live by

In the following, Iwill give a brief overviewof relevant problems thatmay affect the
replicability of published research and discuss how some of these problems can be

1 The terms reproducible research and replication are used ambiguously in the literature. Here I
follow Claerbout and Karrenbach (1991) and refer to reproducible research as research in which
“authors provide all the necessary data and the computer codes to run the analysis again, re-
creating the results” and a replication as a “study that arrives at the same scienti!c !ndings as
another study, collecting new data (possibly with different methods) and completing new ana-
lyses.” See Barba (2018) for a review of the usage of these terms.
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tackled by preregistration. In what follows I will assume a particular modus of
scientific inquiry in which researchers accumulate knowledge about nature and
society by formulating falsifiable hypotheses and test these hypotheses on
observable data for which the outcome is unknown. This confirmatory mode of
scientific inquiry is particularly common in experimental subfields of linguistics.
Many other subfields in linguistics are inherently observational (see Grieve this
issue) and thus the proposed dichotomy between exploratory and confirmatory
research as well as the concept of preregistration might not similarly apply across
the language sciences. We will come back to the value of preregistration for
observational studies below.

2.1 Exploratory and confirmatory research

Linguists who work empirically generally collect data (make observations) to
understand aspects of human language, such as how it is comprehended, how it is
produced, how it is acquired, or how it has evolved. In linguistics, this can involve
the analysis of corpora, the analysis of crosslinguistic databases, or the analysis of
experiments, and so forth. The observations are then used to formulate empirical
models that capture what has been observed (e.g., Lehmann 1990). In most
experimental !elds, the model development is usually informed by two phases of
research: exploratory and con!rmatory research (e.g., Box 1976; de Groot 2014
[1956]; Nicenboim et al. 2018b; Roettger et al. 2019; Tukey 1977): Researchers
explore patterns and relationships in their observations. Based on these observed
patterns, they reason about plausible processes or mechanisms that could have
given rise to these patterns in the data. They then formulate hypotheses as to how
naturewill behave in certain situations that they have not been observed yet. These
hypotheses can then be tested on new data in an attempt to con!rm2 the empirical
predictions.

Exploratory and confirmatory research are both vital components of scientific
progress. Exploration has led to many breakthroughs in science. A linguistic
example is the McGurk effect, i.e., perceiving a sound that lies in-between an
auditorily presented component of one sound and a visually presented component
of another one (McGurk and MacDonald 1976). This effect was not predicted

2 The term “con!rmation” in this context refers to statements about statistical hypotheses.
Following commonly held views in the philosophy of science (e.g., Popper 1963), we cannot
con!rm scienti!c hypotheses (we canonly falsify them).While statistical hypotheses and empirical
models can be corroborated by data, it must also be borne inmind that this interpretation is always
conditional on the statisticalmodel, i.e., the validity of the assumptions speci!ed by the inferential
procedure.
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a priori, it was accidentally discovered (Massaro and Stork 1998) and led to pre-
dictions that since then have been con!rmed on new observations (Alsius et al.
2018). Putting hypotheses under targeted scrutiny via con!rmatory tests enables
the accumulation of evidence in order to challenge, support, and re!ne scienti!c
models.

The distinction between confirmatory and exploratory research is tremen-
dously important. Given the complexity of the phenomena investigated in lin-
guistics, every set of observations offers amyriad of ways to look at it and contains
spurious relationships and patterns. Chance and sampling error alone will pro-
duce what might look like a meaningful pattern (e.g., Kirby and Sonderegger 2018;
Nicenboim et al. 2018a; Winter 2011). If these exploratory observations are treated
as theywere predicted a priori, onemight overcon!dently believe in the robustness
of a relationship that will not stand the test of time (e.g., Gelman and Loken 2013;
Roettger 2019; Simmons et al. 2011).

2.2 To err is human

Researchers are human and humans have evolved to filter the world in irrational
ways (e.g., Tversky and Kahneman 1974), blurring the line between exploration
and con!rmation (Nuzzo 2015). For example, humans see coherent patterns in
randomness (Brugger 2001), they convince themselves of the validity of prior ex-
pectations (“I knew it”, Nickerson 1998), and they perceive events as being plau-
sible in hindsight (“I knew it all along”, Fischhoff 1975). When hindsight bias
comes into play, researchers tend to generate explanations based on observations,
and, at the same time, believe that they would have anticipated this very expla-
nation before observing the data. For example, a researcher might predict that
focused constituents in a language under investigation are prosodically marked.
As is, this is a vague prediction, as prosodic marking can be operationalized in
differentways (e.g., Gordon andRoettger 2017). After combing through adata set of
speech and measuring several plausible acoustic dimensions, the researcher dis-
covers that the average word duration of focused words is greater than that of
unfocused words. After this discovery, the researcher identi!es duration, out of all
acoustic dimensions that have been measured (and that could have been
measured), as the one most relevant for testing the prediction. Crucially, the
researcher does not mention those dimensions that did not show a systematic
relationship (Roettger 2019). The researcher generates and tests predictions on the
same data set.

Consider another example: a group of psycholinguists is convinced that a
certain syntactic structure leads to processing difficulties. These processing
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difficulties should be reflected in language users’ reading times. The researchers
run an eye-tracking experiment but do not find a significant difference in reading
times. Convinced that they have overlooked something, they also measure alter-
native behavioral indices related to different visual fields (foveal, parafoveal,
peripheral), related to different fixations of regions (e.g., first, second, third), and
the duration of a fixation before exiting/entering a particular region (see von der
Malsburg and Angele 2017 for a discussion of these researcher degrees of freedom
in eye tracking). After several analyses of the data, a signi!cant effect of one of
these measures materializes. In hindsight, it strikes the researchers as particularly
obvious that this measure was the one that shows the clearest effect and when
writing up the paper, they frame it as if this linking hypothesis had been spelled out
prior to data collection.

This after-the-fact reasoning is particularly tempting in linguistic research.
Some languages such as English are particularly well investigated. Many other
languages are either heavily underdocumented or not documented at all. It is all
too easy to assume that grammatical functions, linguistic phenomena, or
communication patterns that are relevant for the handful of well-investigated
languages can be found in other languages, too (e.g., Ameke 2006; Bender 2011; Gil
2001; Goddard andWierzbicka 2014; Levisen 2018;Wierzbicka 2009). For example,
it has been shown that focused constituents are often phonetically longer in En-
glish (e.g., Cooper et al. 1985). Researchers’ prior belief in how the next language
manifests focus might be biased by their preconceptions about the languages
(Majid and Levinson 2010) and cultures (Henrich et al. 2010) with which they are
most familiar.

2.3 Incentivizing confirmation over exploration

Biases such as confirmation or hindsight bias are further amplified by the aca-
demic ecosystem. When it comes to publishing experimental work, exploration
and confirmation are not weighted equally. Confirmatory analyses have a superior
status within the academic incentive system, determining the way funding
agencies assess proposals, and shaping how researchers frame their papers
(Sterling 1959). In an incentive system in which high impact publications are the
dominant currency to secure jobs and funding, the results of what has actually
been an exploratory analysis are often presented as if they were the results of a
con!rmatory analysis (Simmons et al. 2011). Whether done intentionally or not,
this reframing of results adds to the publishability of the proposed !ndings.

Within the confirmatory framework, findings that statistically support pre-
dictions are considered more valuable than null results. The lack of incentives for
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publishing null results or direct replication attempts biases the scientific record
toward novel positive findings. For example, Marsden et al. (2018a) investigated
the prevalence of replication studies across second language research. They found
a low replication rate, corresponding to only one direct replication in every 400
articles. Replication studies were on average conducted after more than six years
and over a hundred citations of the original study. Thus, replications are either
only performed after the original study had already impacted the !eld substan-
tially or only then published if the original study was impactful.

This leads to a pervasive asymmetry with a large number of null results and
direct replication attempts not entering the scientific record (“publication bias”,
e.g., Fanelli [2012]; Franco et al. [2014]; Sterling [1959], see also the “signi!cance
!lter”, Vasishth et al. [2018]). For example, Fanelli (2012) analyzed over 4,600
papers published across disciplines, estimated the frequency of papers that,
having declared to have “tested” a hypothesis, reported support for it. On average,
80% of tested hypotheses were found to be con!rmed based on conventional
statistical standards.

What advances experimental researchers’ careers and helps them obtain
funding are statistically supported predictions, not null results. The prevalent
expectation that the main results of a study should be predicted based on a priori
grounds is one of the factors that have led to research practices that are inhibiting
scienti!c progress (John et al. 2012). These questionable practices are connected to
the statistical tools that are used. In most scienti!c papers, statistical inference is
drawn by means of null hypothesis signi!cance testing (NHST), a procedure to
evaluate prediction and test hypotheses (Gigerenzer et al. 2004; Lindquist 1940). In
NHST, the probability of observing a result at least as extreme as a test statistic
(e.g., t-value) is computed, assuming that the null hypothesis is true (the p-value).
Receiving a p-value below a certain threshold (commonly 0.05) leads to a cate-
gorical decision about the incompatibility of the data with the null hypothesis.

Within the NHST framework, any pattern that yields a p-value below 0.05 is, in
practice at least, considered suf!cient to reject the null hypothesis and claim that
there is an effect. However, if the p-value is 0.05 and the null is actually true, there
is a 5% probability that the data accidentally suggests that the null hypothesis can
be refuted (a false positive, otherwise known as Type I error). If one only performs
one test and follows only one way to conduct that test, then the p-value is diag-
nostic about its intended probability. However, the diagnostic probability of the
p-value changes as soon as one performs more than one analysis (Benjamini and
Hochberg 1995).

There are usually many decisions researchers must make when analyzing
data. For example, they have to choose how tomeasure a desired phenomenonand
they have to decide whether any observation has to be excluded and what
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predictors to include in their analysis (see Roettger [2019] for an in-depth discus-
sion for experimental phonetics). These decisions during the analysis procedure
have been referred to as “researcher degrees of freedom” (Simmons et al. [2011]; see
also Gelman and Loken’s [2013] garden of forking paths). If data-analytic "exibility
is exploited during analysis, that is after observing the data, hindsight and
con!rmation biases can creep in and affect how researchers make their decisions.
Researchers often explore many ways of analyzing the data, for all of which they
have good reasons. However, the diagnostic nature of the p-value changes
dramatically when doing so (Gelman and Loken 2013; Simmons et al. 2011). Two
often-discussed instances of this problem are HARKing (Hypothesizing After Re-
sults are Known, e.g., Kerr 1998) and selective reporting (Simmons et al. 2011, also
referred to as p-hacking). Researchers HARK when they present relationships that
have been obtained after data collection as if they were hypothesized in advance,
i.e., they reframe exploratory indications as con!rmatory results. Researchers
selectively report when they explore different analytical options until signi!cant
results are found, i.e., different possible data analytical decisions are all explored
and the one data analytical path that yields the desired outcome is ultimately
reported (while the others are not). The consequence of this (often unintentional)
behavior is an in"ation of false positives in the literature. Left undetected, false
positives can lead to theoretical claims that may misguide future research
(Smaldino and McElreath 2016).

In light of the outlined interaction between cognitive biases, statistical pro-
cedures, and the current incentive structure, it is important to cultivate and
institutionalize a clear line between exploration and confirmation for experimental
research. One tool to achieve this goal is preregistration.

3 A solution: preregistration

A preregistration is a time-stamped document in which researchers specify how
they plan to collect their data and/or how they plan to conduct their confirmatory
analysis (e.g., Nosek and Lakens 2014; Wagenmakers et al. 2012; see Havron et al.
2020; Marsden et al. 2018b; Morgan!Short et al. 2018 for language-related
discussions).

Preregistrations can differ with regard to how detailed they are, ranging from
basic descriptions of the study design to very detailed descriptions of the pro-
cedure and statistical analysis. In themost transparent version of a preregistration,
all relevant materials, experimental protocols, and statistical procedures are
published alongside the preregistration prior to data collection.
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Preregistration draws a clear line between exploratory and confirmatory parts
of a study. By doing so, it reduces researcher degrees of freedom because the
conduct of a study commits to certain decisions prior to observing data. Addi-
tionally, public preregistration can help to reduce publication bias, as the number
of failed attempts to reject a hypothesis can be tracked transparently.

The concept of preregistration is not new. A form of preregistration has been
mandatory for clinical trials funded by the US government since 2000. Since 2005,
preregistration is a precondition for publishing clinical trials in most medical
journals (DeAngelis et al. 2005). In a research climate that can be characterized by
an increased interest in openness, transparency and reproducibility, preregistra-
tion has become more and more common for experimental research outside of the
medical!eld. On theOpen Science Framework (osf.io), one of themostwidely used
preregistration platforms, there is an exponential growth of preregistrations
(Nosek and Lindsay 2018), a trend that has not yet carried over to the !eld of
experimental linguistics.

When writing a preregistration, the researcher should keep a skeptical reader
in mind. The goal of the preregistration is to reassure the skeptic that all necessary
decisions have been planned in advance. Ideally, the families of questions in
Figure 1 should be addressed in suf!ciently speci!c ways (see also Wicherts et al.
2016 for a detailed list of relevant researcher degrees of freedom):

What does “sufficiently specific” mean? For example, excluding participants
“because they were distracted” is not specific enough because it leaves room for
interpretation. Instead, one should operationalize what is meant by being
“distracted”, e.g., incorrectly answering more than 40% of prespecified compre-
hension questions. Claiming to analyze the data with linear mixed effects models is
not sufficient either as there are many moving parts that can influence the results.
Instead, one should specify the model structure (including at least a description of
the model formula), the inferential procedure (e.g., are hypotheses evaluated by
model comparison, by null-hypothesis significance testing, by Bayesian parameter
estimation), and the inferential criterion (e.g., when are statistical hypotheses
claimed to be confirmed?). Ideally, one publishes the analysis script with the pre-
registration to leave noambiguity as to the data analysis pipeline (see the discussion
in Section 4.2 on dealing with data-contingent decisions during analysis).

There are several websites that offer services to preregister studies: two of the
most discussed platforms are AsPredicted (AsPredicted.org) and the preregistration
forms on the Open Science Framework (osf.io). These platforms afford time-logged
reports andeithermake thempublicly available or grant anonymousaccess only to a
speci!c group of people (such as reviewers and editors during the peer-review
process). AsPredicted.org is a rather slim version of what is necessary for a prereg-
istration. One author on the research team simply answers nine questions about the
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plannedproject, and aPDF!le of the pre-registration is generated. TheOpenScience
Framework template is more detailed and asks for speci!cs about the study design
and data analysis. The preregistration can conveniently be associated with an OSF
repository and linked to materials, data, analyses scripts, and preprints.

A particularly promising version of preregistration is a peer-reviewedRegistered
Report (Nosek and Lakens 2014; Nosek et al. 2018). Registered Reports include the
theoretical rationale and research question(s) of the study as well as a detailed
methodological description that aims to answer those questions. In other words, a
Registered Report is a full-"edged manuscript that does not present results. These

Figure 1: Questions that should be answered in a preregistration.
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reports are assessed by peer reviewers, who offer critical feedback on how well the
proposed method addresses the research question. This critical feedback helps the
authors to re!ne their methodological design and potentially identify critical "aws.
Upon suf!cient revision, the study planmight get accepted in-principle, irrespective
of whether the results con!rm the researchers’ predictions or not.

The idea behind Registered Reports is by no means new either. Similar pro-
posals have been made as early as 1966 by Robert Rosenthal (1966) (cited by
Chambers 2017). The !rst journal to implement this article format was Cortex
almost 50 years later, with an increasing number of journals following suit. As of
time of writing, there are already 286 scienti!c journals (and counting) that have
adopted Registered Reports including linguistic journals like Bilingualism: Lan-
guage and Cognition, Biolinguistics, Cognitive Linguistics, Discourse Processes,
Language Learning, and Language & Speech.

The Registered Report workflow effectively counteracts the dynamics that lead
to publication bias and has already been shown to produce a more realistic amount
of null results than regular publication routes. For example, Allen andMehler (2019)
showed that out of 113 analyzed Registered Reports that explicitly declared to have
tested a hypothesis, only 40% found con!rmatory evidence. Similarly, Scheel et al.
(Scheel et al. in press) found 44% con!rmed hypothesis in a sample of 71 Registered
Reports. While certainly more of these analyses are needed to come to a !rmer
conclusion about the extent to which Registered Reports reduce publication bias,
these numbers stand in stark contrast to those presented by Fanelli (2012) who
showed an average of 80% con!rmed !ndings in published papers across
disciplines.

4 Applications, challenges, and limitations

At first sight, there are many challenges that come with preregistering linguistic
studies (see Nosek et al. 2018 for a general discussion; see also Marsden et al.
2018a). In this section, I will discuss some illustrative examples from experimental
linguistics (psycholinguistics and phonetics) that differ in their data collection
procedure, the accessibility of data, the time of analysis (before or after data
collection), the type of analysis, and so forth.

4.1 Using pre-existing data

Consider the following scenario: A group of researchers (henceforth research
group A) is interested in whether the predictability of a word affects its
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pronunciation. They plan to use an already existing data set: the HCRC Map Task
Corpus (Anderson et al. 1991). They want to assess the predictability of words and
they plan to extract fundamental frequency ( f0)

3 as the relevant acoustic dimen-
sion. The HCRC Corpus had already been collected when they formulated their
research hypothesis. One may object, therefore, that preregistrations cannot be
applied in such studies.

While testing hypotheses on pre-existing data is not ideal, preregistration of the
analyses can still be performed. Ideally, of course, researchers want to limit
researcher degrees of freedom prior to having seen the data. However, a large
amount of recent advancements in our understanding of language resulted from
secondary data analyses based on already existing corpora. Nevertheless, re-
searchers can (and should) preregister analyses after having seen pilot data, parts of
the study, or even whole corpora. When researchers generate a hypothesis which
they intend to con!rmwith preexisting data, they can preregister analysis plans and
commit to how evidence will be interpreted before analyzing the data. For example,
research group A can preregister the exact way they are going to measure predict-
ability (e.g., Do they consider monogram, bigram, trigram probabilities? Are these
indices treated as separate predictors or combined into one predictability index? If
they are combined, how?), they can preregister possible control factors that might
affect the dependent variable (e.g., dimensions that are known to affect f0, such as
speaker sex and illocutionary force), they can a priori de!ne which data will be
excluded (e.g., Are they looking at content words only? Are they only looking at
words that fall into a certain range of lexical frequency?), etc.

A challenge for preregistering preexisting data analyses is how much the
analyst knows about the data set. The researchers might have read the seminal
paper by Aylett and Turk (2004) who analyzed the same data set, the HCRC Map
Task Corpus, to answer a related research question. Aylett and Turk looked at the
relationship between word duration and the predictability of the word. In situa-
tions like this, it is important to record who has observed the data before the
analysis and what observations and summary reports are publicly available and
potentially known to the authors. If the authors are blind to already published
investigations on a data set, the authors could still test ‘novel’ predictions. How-
ever, if the data set has already been queried with respect to the speci!c research
question, the authors may wish to apply a different analysis, in which case they
could pre-register the rationale and analysis plan of said analysis.

Regardless of prior knowledge about the data, possible biases in statistical
inference can still beminimized by being transparent about what was known prior

3 Fundamental frequency is the lowest frequency of a periodicwaveform. In the context of speech,
fundamental frequency closely corresponds to what we perceive as pitch.
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to analysis and preregistering the analysis plan. This procedure still reduces
researcher degrees of freedom (see Weston et al. 2019 for a collection of resources
for secondary data analysis including a preregistration template).

4.2 Changing the preregistration

Deviations from a data collection and analysis plan are common, especially in
research that deals with less accessible populations, clinical populations, or
populations spanning certain age groups. Researchers also often lack relevant
knowledge about the sample, the data collection or analysis. Consider the
following scenario: A team of researchers (henceforth research group B) is inter-
ested in processing consequences of focus in German children. They hypothesize
that focused words are accessed more quickly than words that are not in focus. In
their planned experiment, three- to seven-year-olds react to sentences with target
words being either in focus or not in a visual world paradigm. The children’s eye
movements are recorded during comprehension. The researchers planned to test
70 children but 12 of the 70 children fell asleep during the experiment, a state of
affairs that renders their data useless. The sleepiness of children was not antici-
pated and therefore not mentioned as a data exclusion criterion in the
preregistration.

In this scenario, it is possible to change the preregistration and document
these changes alongside the reasons as to why andwhen changes weremade. This
procedure still provides substantially lower risk of cognitive biases impacting the
conclusions compared to a situation without any preregistration. It also makes
these changes to the analysis transparent and detectable.

Another important challenge when preregistering a study is specifying
appropriate statistical models in advance. Preregistering data analyses necessi-
tates knowledge about the nature of the data. For example, research group Bmight
preregister an analysis assuming that the residuals of the model are normally
distributed. After collecting their data, they realize that the data has heavy right
tails, calling for a log-transformation or a statistical model without the assumption
that residuals are normally distributed. The preregistered analysis is not appro-
priate. One solution to this challenge is to define data analytical procedures in
advance that allow them to evaluate distributional aspects of the data and po-
tential data transformations irrespective of the research question. Alternatively,
one could preregister a decision tree. This may be particularly useful for people
using linear mixed-effects models, which are known to occasionally fail to
converge. Convergence failures indicate that the iterative optimization procedure
fails to reach a stable solution, which renders themodel results uninterpretable. In
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order to remedy such convergence issues, a common strategy is to remove complex
random effect terms incrementally from the model, a strategy which often comes
with other risks such as inflated Type-I error rates (Barr et al. 2013; Matuschek et al.
2017). Since one cannot anticipate whether a model will converge or not, a plan of
how to reduce model complexity can be preregistered in advance.

On a related point, research group A working on the HCRC corpus (see 4.1
above) may realize that they did not anticipate an important set of covariates in
their statistical model. Words in phrase-final position often exhibit a rising f0
contour. The last word in an utterance is also often the most predictable, so
phrase positions might be confounding predictability. Ideally, then, the analysis
should control for phrase position. In large multivariate data sets, it is important
to not only consider a large number of possible covariates but also to consider the
many ways how to handle possible collinearity between these covariates (Tom-
aschek et al. 2018). All of these decisions in"uence the !nal results (Roettger
2019; Simmons et al. 2011) and should be anticipated as much as possible. One
helpful way to anticipate data-analytical decisions is to examine data from
publicly accessible studies (an underappreciated bene!t of making data publicly
available). Another way to deal with these complex decisions is splitting the data
set into two parts (a process called cross-validation, see Stone 1974). Onemay use
the !rst part to evaluate the feasibility of an analysis and preregister a con!r-
matory analysis for the second part (Fafchamps and Labonne 2017).

Regardless of how hard one tries – certain details of the data collection or
analysis sometimes cannot be fully anticipated. But as long as one is transparent
about the necessary changes to a preregistration, researcher degrees of freedom
are reduced. Alternatively – and orthogonal to increasing transparency –
researchers could run both the preregistered analysis and the changed analysis
to evaluate the robustness of a!nding. This enables researchers to either show that
decisions after having seen the data do not in"uence the results or to transparently
communicate possible divergences in their results that are due to critical decisions.

4.3 Exploration beyond preregistered protocol

After following the preregistered protocol, research team B, who is interested in
focus processing, may end up with a null result. They could not find any rela-
tionship between focus and comprehension times. However, they would like to
explore their results further and look at different measures related to eye move-
ments. They may think that further exploration is prohibited because they pre-
registered only analyses related to comprehension times. Finding themselves in a
similar situation, research group B has stuck to the preregistered protocol and
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reports their results at a conference, where they receive feedback and suggestions
for further exploration. Like research team B, however, they may feel imprisoned
by the preregistered analysis plan.

Perceiving preregistration as too rigid is a commonly articulated concern
(e.g., Goldin-Meadow 2016). It is, however, unwarranted. Preregistration only
constraints the con!rmatory part of an analysis and does not impact exploration
at all. After testing their predictions, researchers are free to explore their data
sets, which is, as argued above, an essential component of the scienti!c dis-
covery process (Nosek et al. 2019;Wagenmakers et al. 2012) and in fact an integral
aspect of linguistic research in general (Grieve, this issue). Preregistration simply
draws a line between con!rmation and exploration, which we can and should
clearly "ag in our manuscripts (see APA style guidelines, https://apastyle.apa.
org/jars/quant-table-1.pdf). That means, when exploring, researchers generate
(rather than test) new hypotheses, which would then need to be substantiated by
subsequent empirical investigation. This calls for a certain modesty when
reporting the !ndings of the exploration as the generalizability of these !ndings
needs to be considered with caution.

4.4 No time for preregistration

Some research is based on student projects or grants with quick turnarounds.
Researchers sometimes need to deliver academic currency within a short time
scale. This time pressure might make preregistrations not feasible. While this is a
legitimate concern for Registered Reports (the peer-reviewed version of preregis-
tration), it does not necessarily apply to preregistrations in general. Writing up the
methodological plan prior to data collection and analysis might strike one as
additional work, but it is arguably either just shifting the work load or saving time
in the long run. On the one hand, the method section of any paper needs to be
written up eventually, so preregistering a study merely shifts that part of the
process to an earlier point in time. The preregistration platforms mentioned in
Section 3 make this easy, so there is not even any learning curve to consider.
Moreover, writing up the preregistration leads to a more critical assessment of the
method in advance and might lead to elimination of critical "aws in the design.
Fixing these issues at an early stage saves time and resources. When it comes to
Registered Reports, the eventual !ndings cannot be CARKed (Criticized After Re-
sults are Known; see Nosek and Lakens 2014) and subsequently rejected by the
journal contingent on whether the results corroborate or contradict the re-
searchers’ predictions or established views. Editors, reviewers, and authors thus
save valuable time and resources in the long run.
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4.5 No a priori predictions

Research groupAmight be at the beginning of a new research programanddoes not
haveconcrete predictions as towhat aspects of theacoustic signal tomeasure orhow
to operationalize predictability. At the beginning of a research program, researchers
rarely have very concrete hypotheses about a system under investigation. In these
cases, it is highly appropriate to explore available data and generate new hypoth-
eses. The researchers might explore several acoustic parameters and different pre-
dictability indices in a first stage during the discovery process. Research group B
might collect some pilot data to identify potential challenges with their preplanned
statistical analysis. This is fine, and for this stage of the research project, prereg-
istering a study is not necessarily the best workflow. However, these exploratory
studies are often written up in a way that recasts them as hypothesis-testing (Kerr
1998). This is, again, not necessarily an intentional process. Cognitive biases in
tandem with the academic incentive system are often hidden driving forces of such
decisions. The nature of statistical procedures (and common misconceptions about
them) further facilitate this process. For example, using null hypothesis signi!cance
testing, a p-value has only known diagnosticity of false positive rateswhen one tests
prespeci!ed hypotheses and corrects for the number of hypotheses tested. In
exploratory analyses, the false positive rate is unknown. Preregistration can still be a
valuable tool in these exploratory settings as it constrains researcher degrees of
freedom at the analysis stage and makes them transparent. It is also conceivable to
!rst run an unregistered exploration and then formulate concrete predictions that
are tested on a novel data set following preregistered protocol. However, preregis-
tration is more useful for con!rmatory research.

4.6 Remaining limitations and observational research

Preregistration is not a panacea for all challenges to empirical sciences. I have
already mentioned several limitations of preregistering studies. For example, re-
searchers often face practical limitations as to how they can collect certain data
types and how flexible they arewith regard tomethodological choices in culturally
diverse settings or working with different populations. Researchers might also be
constrained by limited resources and time, making collecting pilot data not a
feasible option. Moreover, preregistration is a work flow designed for confirmatory
research, mostly found in experimental fields. Thus, preregistration does not fit all
forms of linguistic inquiry. It is clear that a large proportion of linguistic sub-
disciplines is observational in nature (Grieve this issue), includingmuch of corpus
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linguistics, discourse analysis, field linguistics, historical linguistics, and typol-
ogy. Studies in these fields are usually not testing specific hypotheses. Instead,
they are exploratory in nature. For example, if researchers are interested in how a
given phonological contrast is phonetically manifested, they do not necessarily
test hypotheses, but explore possible relationships between the signal and lexical
forms. A corpus linguist who is interested in finding relationships between
different semantic fields in the lexicon might also not test specific a priori hy-
potheses. In these cases, preregistration might not be applicable.

Within experimental linguistics, purely exploratory studies, i.e., studies that
explicitly “only” generate newhypothesis without testing them, are still dif!cult to
publish and could prohibit or at least substantially slow down publication. One
solution would be to explore !rst and then con!rm those exploratory !ndings on a
new data set (Nicenboim et al. 2018b). However, this work "ow might not be
feasible for certain linguistic projects. The lack of publication value of exploratory
analyses in con!rmatory !elds is deeply rooted in the publication system andmust
be tackled as a (separate) community-wide effort. A promising way forward relates
to changing the incentive structure. Linguistic journals that publish experimental
work could explicitly reward exploratory studies by creating respective article
types and encourage exploratory analyses (for an example at Cortex, see McIntosh
2017). It is important to stress that it is not desirable to make procedures that are
used to ensure robustness and generalizability in strictly con!rmatory settings
obligatory to all types of linguistic studies. This would likely lead to devaluing or
marginalizing those studies for which the preregistration procedures do not !t.
Instead, linguists should embrace different paths of discovery and value them
equally within their journals.

5 Summary

Preregistration, and especially its peer-reviewed version as a Registered Report, is
a powerful tool to reduce publication bias (the tendency to predominantly publish
confirming and “significant” findings) and it constrains researcher degrees of
freedom. With that, preregistration can substantially reduce false discoveries in
the publication record, which themselves can have far-reaching consequences,
often leading to theoretical claims that may misguide future research (Smaldino
and McElreath 2016). Preregistration can increase the robustness of published
!ndings. In turn, amore robust publication record allows experimental linguists to
more effectively accumulate knowledge and advance their understanding of hu-
man language.
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As opposed to commonly articulated concerns, preregistration is possible
even if the data is already available (e.g., for corpus analyses). It also must not be
considered as restricting researchers, since studies can diverge from a preregis-
tered protocol if they are transparent about the reasons for these changes. Pre-
registration does not prohibit exploration. It mainly draws a visible line between
confirmation and exploration. It is not an additional burden in terms of time or
effort, but arguably saves time and resources in the long run. And if the reader is
not convinced of preregistration yet, preregistration offers many advantages to
you, the individual researcher:
– Preregistration allows others to critically assess your research methods.

Shortcomings in your proposed study can be detected beforehand. There
might be issues with your design, your choice of sample size, your statistical
model speci!cations, or even its translation into code. All these things can be
detected not only before publication, but before data collection. This arguably
avoids wasting time and resources on suboptimal empirical endeavors and
leads to better attempts to empirically challenge scienti!c models.

– Preregistration signals con!dence. You are not afraid to submit yourmodels to
a rigorous test and you are willing to tackle possible sources of bias in a
transparent way.

– Registered Reports can protect you from CARKing (Critiquing After the Results
are Known, Nosek and Lakens 2014). Reviewers can articulate many reasons
for why the results are different from what they expected. However, if re-
viewers have considered the Registered Report a valid attempt to answer the
research question during peer review, criticism of the method after results are
known are constrained.

– An “in-principle” accepted Registered Report is academic currency. It signals
that your research has already gone through the quality control of peer review
and has been found of suf!cient quality to be published. Given the discussed
biases in the publication system, an accepted Registered Report can be an
easier route to publication for early career researchers than the traditional
path, especially when the research scrutinizes established views.

Preregistration, however, is not a panacea for all problems. There are other impor-
tant practices that lead to a more robust and replicable scientific record (e.g.,
Chambers 2017), including incentivizing openness and transparency of the discov-
ery process (e.g.,Munafò et al. 2017) includingdata sharing (e.g., Berez-Kroeker et al.
2018), incentivizing the publication of null results (e.g., Nosek et al. 2012), direct
replications (e.g., Zwaan et al. 2018), and exploratory reports (e.g., McIntosh 2017).
All of these developments operate on the community level and their instantiation is
arguably slow. Preregistration, however, is a practice that we can integrate into our
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work "ow right away. There are practical advantages for individual researchers, and
the pay-off for the !eld of linguistics is considerable.
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